A new homogeneous catalog of photographic RGU star count and color data in seven high-galactic latitude fields has been used to determine the best-fitting structural parameter values from a large number of multi-component population models of the Galaxy. We confirm the presence of a prominent thick disk component coexisting with a canonical thin disk and a low-density spheroidal halo.
Introduction
The Basel three-color photographic high-latitude survey has been, for the past three decades, one of the major systematic studies of the large-scale distributions of the stellar populations in the Milky Way Galaxy. Both classical two-color (e.g., Fenkart 1989a-d) and modern star count model analyses (e.g., Kaeser 1985, Bahcall et al. 1985) of the photometric field data have provided strong evidence of a highly flattened population component now identified as the galactic thick disk, and have led to the determination of some of the important structural parameters of the galactic thin disk and halo as well.
Recent developments of a more comprehensive understanding of the properties (Buser 1988, Buser and Giingor 1994) and of improved calibrations of the photographic RGU system Fenkart 1990, Buser et al. 1994b ) allow us to establish a homogeneous catalog of three-color data including the metallicity-sensitive near-ultraviolet U-G colors. This catalog can be used to derive improved constraints on the structural parameters and the large-scale metallicity distributions of the stellar population components of the Galaxy. This will help further to constrain current models of the formation and early evolution of our Galaxy (e.g., Majewski 1993 ).
This program is being completed in a series of papers. The following progress report gives a brief account of the data, method and initial results obtained from the investigation of seven fields.
A homogeneous catalog of RGU data

The original RGU system, and data bank revisited
Although the original Basel catalogs of RGU survey data have provided substantial contributions to our present understanding of the spatial structure of the stellar populations in the Galaxy, they have also suffered from a number of deficiencies that have precluded their full exploitation towards a more astrophysically consistent determination of the large-scale space, luminosity and metallicity distributions of the stars:
(i) the absence of a sufficiently comprehensive and adequate knowledge of the transformations required for the photoelectric calibration of the RGU measurements by UBV standard stars;
(ii) the implied absence of an adequate algorithm for the standardization of the RGU data, accounting for color equations existing between the observational and the standard RGU systems;
(iii) the absence of a comprehensive and consistent calibration of the RGU system (i.e., the color indices U-G and G-R) in terms of the fundamental parameters of the stars, most notably their absolute magnitudes and metallicities. These problems were identified (see Appendix) and the basic tools for their solutions were developed in a systematic program based on synthetic photometry of both observed and theoretical stellar flux spectra (Buser 1978a (Buser ,b, 1988 Buser and Fenkart 1990; Buser and Giingor 1994; Buser et al. 1994b ). Consequently, a new program was initiated aiming at the construction of a new catalog of homogeneous RGU data, where the Palomar-Schmidt plates have been remeasured, and where data reduction and standardization have been done in a uniform manner employing the new transformations and standard. The results completed to date (Buser et al. 1994a ) are summarized in Table 1 and constitute the data basis of the present work. The full program will include more than a dozen fields shown in Fig. 1 , providing the systematic directional coverage of high-latitude fields in the original survey (Becker 1965) .
Photographic RGU system and transformation with the JohnsonMorgan standard UBV system
The RGU system is defined by synthetic UBV and RGU photometric data calculated from a standard library of observed (Buser 1978a) . spectrophotometric stellar data and the response functions of both systems shown in Fig. 2 (Buser 1978a) . These synthetic colors and magnitudes then also define the transformation equations between the two systems (Buser 1978b , 1988 , Buser and Fenkart 1990 , which are used to calibrate the photographic RGU data of the field stars consistently using photoelectric UBV standard star sequences.
The matrix of transformation coefficients for normal stars given in Table 2 shows that different types of stars require different transformation equations. This is illustrated in Fig. 3, Buser (1978b) show that a single equation cannot satisfy all the stellar types. The M dwarfs and M giants at B-V > 1.4 follow transformations different from those for the bluer stars (Buser and Kaeser 1985) .
The most prominent feature is the strong deviation for the reddest stars at B-V > 1.4, where the transformation based on the A-K main sequence stars predicts G-V too blue -and hence G magnitudes too bright -by up to 0.4 mag. Accordingly, the transformation coefficients for these stars (labelled M dwarfs and M giants, respectively, in Table 2 ) are very different from those applying to the bluer stars. On the other hand, this latter transformation also provides standard G magnitudes accurate to within a few hundredths for the higher-luminosity stars with B-V < 1.4 (Table 2).
Physical calibration of the'RGU two-color and color-absolute magnitude diagrams
Physical calibration of two-color and color-absolute magnitude diagrams in terms of metallicity and age has been established via synthetic photometry from current-generation theoretical model atmospheres and isochrones and consistent with the empirical (spectroscopic) calibration of the corresponding diagrams of the UBV sys-
Fig. 4. (a)
The two-color diagram for dwarf stars, based on transformations of UBV standard data and on synthetic photometry from theoretical model atmospheres and isochrone calculations, (b) Color-magnitude diagram for dwarf and subgiant stars, based on transformations of UBV standard data and on synthetic photometry from theoretical model atmospheres and isochrones (Buser and Fenkart 1990) .
tem. The two-color diagram for dwarf stars and the color-magnitude diagram for the main-sequence and subgiant branches representing typical metallicity and age ranges expected among the different stellar population components of the Galaxy are displayed in Fig. 4 .
Note that U-G is a very sensitive metallicity index, while G-R is primarily a temperature index with only little sensitivity to metallicity.
2-4-Metallicity calibration of ultraviolet excess, S(U-G)
The calibration of the ultraviolet excess, <
$( U-G)G-R,[M/H] = ( U-G)G-R,O.O -(U~G)G-R,[M/H]
metallicities was derived by Buser and Fenkart (1990) from the two-color diagram shown in Fig. 4 , and is plotted in Fig. 5 . Photoelectric RGU data for a small (lines) is again supported by results obtained from spectroscopic observations for stars with observed colors, 1.1 < G-R < 1.3, corresponding to 0.7 < B-V < 0.85, or spectral types G5 to K1 (Buser and Fenkart 1990). sample of stars with spectroscopic abundance determinations are superposed, with the relevant computed theoretical line enhanced. Although the data are scarce and show considerable scatter, their systematic agreement with the theoretical prediction is good. Similar calibrations have been derived for the giant stars as well (Buser et al. 1994b) .
These properties of the RGU system allow us to derive estimates of the large-scale metallicity structure of the galactic populations from the observed statistical color distributions in the homogeneous Basel high-latitude field survey.
Models for galactic population components
Density laws
The models comprise the following four distinct population components: three disk components (a young thin disk, an old thin disk and a thick disk), each characterized by a double-exponential density distribution,
with local density n, scale length d and scale height h; plus a spheroidal halo with de Vaucouleurs density law,
where nhaio is the local density and R^ff is the effective radius of the halo, and where
with ko being the flattening factor of the halo. I and b axe the galactic coordinates and x and z axe the galactocentric cylindrical coordinates of a given point (distance from the galactic center projected upon the galactic plane and height above the galactic plane, respectively); r is the distance from the Sun and ro is the distance of the Sun from the galactic center (assumed to be 8.6 kpc).
Luminosity functions
We have used two basic luminosity functions to define the appropriate input data for the different population components: (1) the luminosity function derived by Buser and Kaeser (1985) from the Gliese neaxby star catalog, and (2) the luminosity function derived by Da Costa (1982) for the globular cluster 47 Tuc.
Note that the Buser and Kaeser luminosity function was derived for star systems rather than for individual stars, counting all the components of a binary or multiple system with separations < 100" as a single object of combined absolute magnitude. This selection thus refers to those Gliese systems which are unresolved on the PalomarSchmidt plates if observed at distances > 1 kpc, as is appropriate for the majority of the present survey field stars. This accounts for the low value of 0.08 stars/pc 3 for the local density of (old thin) disk dwarfs (i.e., systems), as opposed to the corresponding 0.11 stars/pc 3 obtained for the single star luminosity function by Wielen et al. (1983) .
Thus for the thin disk dwarfs and giants, we have used the luminosity functions as derived from the Gliese data in Buser and Kaeser (1985) .
For the thick disk and halo stars, we adopted the following luminosity functions. For magnitudes brighter than My = 5, the shape of the luminosity function is given by the 47 Tuc function of Da Costa (1982) , while for the fainter stars, the shape given by the old thin disk function of Wielen et al. (1983) was joined smoothly with the brighter function at My = 5. Thus, while we assume the thick disk and halo luminosity functions to have the same shapes, their local normalizations relative to the thin disk were left as independent parameters -to be determined by the present analysis of the Basel survey data. These luminosity functions are illustrated in Fig. 6 , where representative local normalizations relative to the thin-disk density are given in the caption.
These luminosity functions were then transformed to the RGU system by using the basic calibration and transformation data discussed in Section 2 abov-e, i.e., (1) the color-absolute magnitude and the two-color diagrams pertaining to the appropriate (initially adopted) mean metallicities of each component, and (2) the appropriate transformation equations.
Comparison with observations and analysis
The methodology adopted here essentially follows that developed in Buser and Kaeser (1985) and summarized in Buser and Fenkart (1990) . In brief, for each field k, the expected star counts Nk,\ (G, G-R, U-G) falling into successive magnitude and/or color bins of sizes 0.5 and 0.2 mag, respectively, are calculated from a large number, i -1,2, 3..., of detailed models of the galactic stellar distributions, whose parameters are allowed to systematically vary within reasonable ranges suggested by previous work and listed in Table 3 . Initially, star counts and color distributions are calculated employing transformation equations (for conversions of the luminosity functions and color-magnitude relations) appropriate to the different mean metallicities of ([M/H]) = 0.0, -0.75, -1.75 adopted for the thin disk, thick disk and halo, respectively.
Next, for each of these models, the resulting star counts and color distributions axe compared to the corresponding observed star count and color distributions, Nk t i(G, G -R), as illustrated in Fig. 7 for the field SA 57.
Such diagrams have been used to calculate, for each model, where c is one of the two color indices, G-R or U-G. From these results, we then calculate a global x 2 " va l ue measuring each model's simultaneous fitting to the all-survey observations in seven fields, and for each parameter, we explore the frequency distribution of its values among the lowest-x 2 models, whence the globally optimum parameter value and constraint are finally determined.
Using these constraints and optimum values for the structural parameters, new model calculations axe performed where the mean metallicities and metallicity gradients for the different population components are subjected to systematic variations. The model results are now compared to the observed color distributions, Nk,i(U-G), and the \ 2 -calculations axe repeated as before. Evaluation of the globally lowest-x 2 models then leads to the determination of the optimum values for the mean metallicities, ([M/H]), and metallicity gradients, 5[M/Hfor the galactic population components. 
Parameter evaluation
From a total of 12800 models, we first determine the globally best model, providing xl m i n -This model is then used in two ways in the subsequent analysis.
x 2 -curves
For each parameter, we determine its x 2 " cu rve by allowing it to vary within the adopted range while keeping all the Qther parameters fixed at their values adopted by the globally best model. Examples are illustrated for some of the primary parameters in the left-hand column of Fig. 8 . Each curve and, particularly, its distinct minimum shown in most cases, serves as a guide to the subsequent determination of the most probable parameter value.
Frequency distributions
In order to explore the statistical significance of the parameter values given by the globally best model, we then examine the frequency distributions of the parameter values as functions of \ 2 f°r all the models satisfying the condition \ 2 < Xmax -CXmim where £ = 1.1,1.2,1.3,1.4,1.5. The resulting distributions are shown in the right-hand column of Fig. 8 . They serve to determine the statistical weights that axe to be applied in calculating the globally optimized value for each parameter.
Parameter coupling.
Finally, the determination of the optimum parameter values and constraints must take into due account the fact that results of the preceding analysis may be biassed by parameter coupling. For example, in Fig. 9 the frequency distributions of the local density normalization parameter of the thick disk, ni, shows significant coupling with the old thin disk dwarf scale height parameter, f = h\. This plot of the lower panel is the result of the few dozen best models calculated for each value of n\ and confined within x 2 -boundaries displayed in the upper panel. The coded lines denote different values of f = hi, i.e., the old thin disk dwarf scale height parameter. High-ni models are preferentially associated with low-/ii models while low-nj models are preferentially associated with high-hi models. The upper panel shows that the global minimum for Xmin occurs at ni = 0.06, and that Xmin steeply rises for ni < 0.04 and nj > 0.06. Parameter coupling between the thick-disk local density normalization (abscissa) and the old thin-disk scale height (coded lines) for globally best models confined withip ^"boundaries shown in the upper panel. Table 4 summarizes the results obtained from the analysis of the combined survey data for the seven fields of Table 1 . The present data strongly favor a thick disk component whose local density is about 5-6 % of the local thin disk density, and which thus appears to be considerably more prominent than originally thought (Gilmore 1984) , but in good agreement with more recent studies (e.g., Majewski 1993). 
5-4• Best-fitting structural parameter values for combined survey
Metallicity of the galactic components
Thick disk
As anticipated in Section 4, the metallicities of the different population components are determined by a similar analysis based on the above results. In particular, the parameter variation is confined to the optimized values given in Table 4 and to within the constraints imposed by the relevant x 2 -curves and frequency distributions. Model star count and color distributions are then calculated allowing for appropriate ranges of mean metallicities and metallicity gradients for the different populations and using the corresponding metallicity-dependent changes in the color-magnitude relations. Finally, the x 2 analysis is performed by requiring the models to provide also good matches to the observed distributions of the metal-sensitive U-G color, N(U-G) . 
Appendix: The original RGU system and data bank revisited
The interpretation of the photographic RGU data requires a precise knowledge of the relationship(s) between the RGU system and the UBV system of the photoelectric standards upon which the photographic RGU data are based. For example, the final step in the calculation of model star counts and color distributions for comparison with the Basel survey data is provided by the transformation to the RGU system of the stellar luminosity functions, which are given on the Johnson UBV system (My, B-V, U-B) . Since the original Basel survey data are based on photoelectric UBV data transformed to RGU magnitudes using the equations proposed by Steinlin (1968) , the most straightforward procedure would employ these same equations for the transformation of the luminosity functions in the models. This approach, however, is inadequate because, as shown below, the evaluation of the RGU system via synthetic photometry of observed stellar flux spectra implies that Steinlin's equations do not describe the original RGU data with sufficient accuracy.
In Fig. 12a , the dashed line shows the mean relation between the observed (ordinate) and the transformed (abscissa) G-R colors of several hundred red stars from the original (Becker and Fenkart 1976, Becker et al. 1982) catalogs of two Basel high-latitude fields for which photographic data were obtained in both the RGU and UBV systems. The transformed colors are computed from the observed U-B and B-V data using the linear equation given by Steinlin (1968) . The same equation had also been used in the calibration of the RGU plates via photoelectric UBV data for standard stars of bluer color (G-R < 1.5 or B-V < 1.0). The solid line represents the one-toone relation between the two color scales. It is evident that the red stars have systematically redder observed colors than predicted by Steinlin's transformation. Obviously, the lack of red calibration stars in 1976 did not allow to determine the correct color equation for the transformation to the standard RGU system, and empirical corrections (arrows derived a posteriori from the U-G, G-R twocolor positions of these red stars, cf. below) are shown to increase, rather than decrease, the slope of the color equation.
In the same figure, the symbols represent the synthetic colors computed from the stellar flux spectra as follows: the synthetic G-R indices are calculated along with the synthetic U-B and B-V indices, whence the transformed G-R indices are computed according 12b . Color equation between G magnitudes transformed from UBV according to Steinlin (1968) , and those synthesized from the stellar flux spectra library. Empirical corrections for red stars, introduced by Becker and Fenkart (1976) , have been added to demonstrate partial recovery of intrinsic colors (solid line with slope 1) in the original Basel catalog data. Fig. 12c . Residuals between the U-G colors transformed from UBV, according to Steinlin (1968) or Buser (1978b) and those synthesized from the stellar flux spectra.
to Steinlin's (1968) Becker and Fenkart (1976) .
It is evident that the synthetic colors fit the observed color equation with excellent systematic accuracy (the scatter of the calculated data is well within that of the observed distribution around the mean line). Note that this remarkable match between the computed and the observed colors is not the result of the fitting process, and holds for the reddest (late-K to M) stars, which due to their complex spectra provide the most sensitive test for the adequacy of the response functions used in synthesizing both the photoelectric standard UB V and the photographic RGU systems. Since the synthetic colors provide excellent matches to the RGU observations of the earlier-type B-K stars with G-R < 1.5 as well (Buser 1978a, b) , Fig. 12a also shows that between Steinlin's and the standard observed G-R colors a color equation persists with a smaller slope.
Similar systematic errors also exist for the G magnitudes and the U-G colors of the original Basel catalog data, and are illustrated in Figs. 12b and 12c .
In summary, the above results demonstrate that the original Basel catalog data are affected by the existence of systematic color equations, which in turn are due to the lack of an adequate RGU standard system. Because systematic accuracy and homogeneity of the survey data are required for a physically consistent calibration and interpretation, we decided to establish such a homogeneous catalog ab initio, and to proceed with its analysis based on the new standard and calibration of the RGU system, as follows:
(1) The photographic RGU system is defined by the standard magnitudes and colors provided by synthetic photometry from an observed standard library of stellar flux spectra representing the major spectral types and luminosity classes of normal Population I stars (Buser 1978a) .
(2) The RGU standard magnitudes and colors are comprehensively and consistently tied with the standard UBV data. They can be generated with useful systematic accuracy and for arbitrary stars by transformation of standard observed UBV data (Buser 1978b (Buser , 1988 .
(3) The RGU standard color-absolute magnitude and twocolor diagrams for the galactic stellar populations are provided by the corresponding observed diagrams transformed from UBV.
Calibration of these diagrams in terms of fundamental stellar parameters, such as age, mass, effective temperature, metallicity, etc. is provided by synthetic photometry of calibrated libraries of theoretical model atmosphere flux spectra, stellar evolutionary tracks and isochrones Fenkart 1990, Buser et al. 1994b ).
